
ment are more reliable than those from the
TFEWR (and HREM), because the diffrac-
tion information extends about twice as far
(0.14 nm for TFEWR versus 0.07 nm for
electron diffraction) and because the diffrac-
tion information is not changed by the elec-
tron microscope aberrations. Therefore, we
did not try to get the best fit between the
experimental and the calculated exit waves.
The R values obtained are very low compared
with the R values of electron diffraction re-
finements reported in the literature (26). The
lower R values result mainly from the inclu-
sion of dynamic diffraction in our refine-
ments, indicating the necessity for taking the
dynamic diffraction into account. The struc-
ture of Mg5Si6 is very likely to be correct
given the low R values obtained, the fit of the
experimental and calculated exit waves, and
the plausible interatomic distances and coor-
dinations obtained for all atoms.
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Competing Interactions and Levels
of Ordering in Self-Organizing

Polymeric Materials
M. Muthukumar, C. K. Ober, E. L. Thomas

The sophisticated use of self-organizing materials, which include liquid crystals, block
copolymers, hydrogen- and p-bonded complexes, and many natural polymers, may hold
the key to developing new structures and devices in many advanced technology in-
dustries. Synthetic materials are usually designed with only one structure-forming pro-
cess in mind. However, combination of both complementary and antagonistic interac-
tions in macromolecular systems can create order in materials over many length scales.
Here polymer materials that make use of competing molecular interactions are sum-
marized, and the prospects for the further development of such materials through both
synthetic and processing pathways are highlighted.

Structural order over many length scales
can be created in self-organizing materials
by the presence of several molecular inter-
actions including (i) hydrophobic and hy-

drophilic effects, (ii) hydrogen bonding,
(iii) coulombic interactions, and (iv) van
der Waals forces (1). The idea of combining
interactions in the design of new synthetic
macromolecular materials is just starting to
be explored systematically. Within this
framework, polymer scientists are currently
attempting to bridge the extremes of the
precision and elegant complexity of many
biological materials and the statistical na-
ture and relative simplicity of most synthet-
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ic polymers. Polymer technology can bene-
fit from new materials with controlled in-
ternal dimensions ranging from nanometer
to macroscopic scales. For example, the de-
sign of photoresists with feature sizes now
approaching the dimensions of only a few
polymer chains will permit exploitation of
such materials for higher density chips. Pre-
cise positioning of each molecular compo-
nent needed for imaging and etch resistance
in the thin photoresist layer is critical to
this advanced technology (2). In this cir-
cumstance, controlled microphase separa-
tion and surface segregation may prove to
be useful tools. It is also of technological
importance to create structures with dimen-
sions comparable to the wavelength of light
wherein many opportunities exist, for ex-
ample, in various optoelectronic applica-
tions (such as waveguides, photonic band-
gap materials, and organic light-emitting
diodes). In this article, we review the con-
ceptual issues encountered in this undertak-
ing, progress that has been made to date,
and future directions.

Chemical function as well as physical
function is induced in biological materials
by the creation of specific shapes or confor-
mations in the macromolecular structure,
and the essential features of self-assembly in
biological processes are well recognized. For

example, to act as enzymes, proteins require
specific chemical sequences, but these ele-
ments must fold up into a required shape to
create a substrate-specific docking site, and
the protein itself must avoid aggregation to
stay in solution or incorporate itself into a
membrane layer. Combinations of several
interactions create minima in the local free
energy as a function of different chain con-
formations for proteins. Without these
types of interactions, entropy causes syn-
thetic polymers with their much less com-
plex sequences to adopt irregular shapes
with little organization. However, such or-
dering influences, if present, can produce
shapes and structures in a particular macro-
molecule and organize an assembly of such
molecules into even larger structures with
distinctive morphologies and properties.

Theoretical Basis of
Self-Organization

The basic principles of the spontaneous or-
ganization of melts and solutions of simple
synthetic polymers are well understood
from both theory and experimental studies
(3). Self-organization occurs from nano-
scopic to macroscopic length scales and in-
cludes, for example, phase separation, mi-
crophase separation (4), mesophase forma-

tion (5), adsorption, and crystallization.
Just as for the peptide chains, a full

understanding of the formation of ordered
polymer structures requires a knowledge of
the free energy landscape associated with
different possible configurations of polymer
molecules. The calculation and measure-
ment of energy (E) and entropy (S) at the
molecular level are nontrivial tasks; there-
fore, it is necessary to develop certain guide-
lines so as to successfully fabricate structures
at different length scales.

Polymer molecules, because of the way
their building blocks are covalently teth-
ered together, can change from one config-
uration to another only in certain ways.
This results in separate and distinct paths in
the free energy landscape connecting the
various configurations of a given polymer.
The values of the free energy barriers exist-
ing between these configurations are dictat-
ed by the details of competing interactions
among various building blocks and the en-
tropy associated with particular ways of as-
sembling topologically connected objects
such as polymers. Although the above ar-
gument is for assembling one polymer mol-
ecule, subtle differences in free energy (F)
and definite kinetic pathways between dif-
ferent structures also emerge during the self-
organization of materials consisting of many
polymer molecules. In the latter case, the
scales of length and time are much larger.

There are basically three guiding princi-
ples that offer strategies to explore different
length scales in self-organizing structures
(biological or synthetic).

The first principle is of competing inter-
actions and sequences. As a hypothetical
example, consider an assembly of a multido-
main polymer (MDP) with four domains
strung together linearly. Such materials ex-
ist in the biological world, for instance,
viral protein coats, enzymes, and other large
macromolecular assemblies, but they are as
yet unknown in the synthetic world. Each
domain has the desired chemical function-
ality in terms of, for example, the number of
hydrogen-bonding groups. The potential
nature of each domain can be represented
by strength q and a sign (1 or –). One
domain q11 and another q2– are comple-
mentary to each other and, if adjacent, will
stabilize the structure by an energy q1q2.
Domains of the same sign destabilize the
structure by an energy q1q2 when they are
neighbors. Now consider only two sequenc-
es, a and b, shown in Fig. 1A, connecting
four domains with potentials q1, 1–, 11,
and q–. Sequences a and b are among six
possible sequences where the domains oc-
cupy the corners of a regular square (Fig. 1).
Note that in the “blocky” sequence a, the
domains with the same sign are separated by
the side of the square while for sequence b,

Fig. 1. Promotion of unfavorable structures by
increasing the strength of competing interactions.
(A) A chain with sequence a leads to a less stable
structure than a chain with sequence b. (B) The
blocky structure of sequence a can be stabilized
by increasing the strength of the end domains to q
. qc 5 3, compared with alternating diagonal
structures of sequence b with q 5 1. (C) Sketch of
a hypothetical multidomain polymer (MDP) depict-
ing various types of domains linked together into a
three-armed star polymer built from different
large-scale units of (a) b-pleated sheet, (b) LC
block in cylinder domain, (c) a helix segment, (d)
dendrimer, (e) crystal lamella, and (f ) chain seg-
ment with pendent groups.
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the same signed domains are separated by
the diagonal. The interaction energies for
sequences a and b are (q – 1)2 and (q 1 1)2,
respectively, accounting for only the near-
est neighbor interaction.

Sequence b always leads to more stable
structures for any value of q with similarly
signed domains diagonally oriented (ig-
noring the entropy of a flexible spacer
group denoted by the wiggly lines) (Fig.
1B). But if we want to create a structure
with blocky (edge) orientation using se-
quence a that is more stable than the
structure of 1 – 1 – (that is, sequence b
with q 5 1), then Fig. 1B requires that we
increase the interaction strength of the
end domains to a value of q greater than qc
5 3 (where qc is the strength at the crit-
ical value). Thus, we can stabilize unfa-
vorable structures by careful promotion of
competing interactions among domains of
a MDP with underlying desired sequences.
This example also emphasizes the impor-
tance of sequence in stringing domains
together. An example of a hypothetical
complex MDP is sketched in Fig. 1C,
where various functional building blocks
(domains) are connected through cova-
lent bonding with the use of flexible spac-
er segments. In this case, the domains
replace monomers as building units in
polymer synthesis.

Typically, biological polymers such as
proteins do not have long blocky sequences
but synthetic polymers do, and this provides
an opportunity to manipulate organization
if the assembly processes are well under-
stood. An example that combines features
of both the synthetic and biological world is
the work of Tirrell and co-workers, who
have created precisely tailored proteins
with blocky structures (6). In these materi-
als, blockiness was exploited to produce
folded crystals with fluorinated groups on
the crystal surface.

The second principle is of entropic frus-
tration and topological dereliction. The en-
tropy associated with different ways of co-
operatively arranging various domains leads
to a rugged and hilly free energy landscape,
so this needs to be modified to guide the
evolution of the emerging structure to ob-
tain the desired overall pattern. In particu-
lar, the often blocky nature of synthetic
polymers leads to strong influences by these
factors. The devastating role played by the
multiple pathways arising from the entropy
of polymers and guidelines for the avoid-
ance or use of this occurrence are illustrated
by the following exactly solvable model (7).
For specificity, consider the self-association
of four domains sequentially connected by
spacer links, each with m – 1 segments.
There are four distinct ways any two of
these domains can pair (Fig. 2A, configura-

tions a to d); let –ε be the energy when two
domains pair by approaching each other
within a certain distance, and let the entro-
py associated with this pairing be –ms/MT.
M is the total number of segments between
these two domains and –s/T is the entropy
associated with making a loop of length m
(where s is the temperature-dependent en-
tropic contribution and T is temperature).
The free energies of the topological states
are –ε 1 s, –ε 1 s/2, –ε 1 s/3, and –ε 1 s
for the four configurations, respectively.

Although the most stable state with only
one pair is that of configuration c in Fig. 2,
its further evolution is to a two-pair state
(Fig. 2, configuration g) with higher free
energy (F 5 –2ε 1 9s) and not to the
lowest free energy state (Fig. 2, configura-
tion e, with F 5 –2ε 1 6s). The configu-
rations e and g in Fig. 2 cannot be directly
interconverted. The only way the state of g
can be relaxed to that of e is if the trajectory
is retraced backward to its original state and
another attempt is made to avoid the inter-
mediate metastable state. This effect is ge-
neric and seriously magnified when many
more pairings need to be made instead of
just two.

The above argument illustrates the inev-
itability in polymers of “topological derelic-
tion” due to the local minimization of F.
There are three ways to help proceed to the
desired structure. First is to considerably re-
duce the number of possible topological
states for a given number of pairings between
domains by making the sequence tighter
through reduction of the spacer length. This
effect drastically reduces the number of dif-
ferent pathways. Second is to tune the value
of the pairing energy ε to small values (by
using weaker interactions) so that the energy
pathway is smooth. Third is to provide an
external field to the evolving system at op-
portune times to guide the system to reach
the desired final (not necessarily equilibri-
um) structures at the expense of more com-
plex processing conditions. The nature of
the external field depends on the system;
examples are chaperons for biological mole-
cules, patterned surfaces for artificial cataly-
sis and sensors, chemical potential gradients
through solvent evaporation for self-assem-
bly of block copolymers, magnetic or electric
fields or both for annihilation of defects in
liquid crystalline (LC) systems, and flow
fields for orientational control in block co-
polymers.

The third guiding principle is the spon-
taneous selection of primary length scales.
Many polymeric liquids self-assemble spon-
taneously into ordered structures with well-
defined symmetry and dominant character-
istic lengths. The mechanism of selection of
a primary length scale is generic, but con-
sider the case of diblock copolymers as a

specific example (two sequences of distinct
monomers X and Y covalently linked to-
gether, . . .XXXX-YYY. . .). After primary
length scales are selected in the system, the
density of any component is nonuniform in
space. Defining the local density of one of
the components, say X, with respect to that
in the homogeneous, disordered state as the
order parameter c(r) (where r is the spatial
location), there are well-established statis-
tical mechanical procedures to derive F of
the system in terms of c(r), after coarse-
graining local details of the system (8):

F 5 ~1/2!(kG~k! ckc2k (1)

where c(r) is decomposed into the Fourier
modes (k being the reciprocal wave vector),
and G(k) is of the form

G~k! 5 A 1 Bk2 1 C/ka (2)

where A, B, and C relate, respectively, to
chemical mismatch, interfacial tension be-
tween X and Y, and long-range correlations,
and can be determined from scattering mea-
surements as a function of temperature. The
value of k (say k*) that minimizes F deter-
mines the inverse of the primary length
scale for a given system. It follows from Eq.
2 that

k* 5 ~aC/2B!@1/~a12!# (3)

Thus, we can tune the scale of sponta-
neously selected primary characteristic
length by changing the interfacial tension
(B) and the nature of long-range correla-

Fig. 2. Topological dereliction due to metastabili-
ty. (A) Possible topological states for the model
considered are configurations a to g, and their free
energies with allowed pathways are sketched in
(B). Spontaneous attempt to achieve the most
favored state c in the immediate future leads to an
unfavorable state g at later times. The direct con-
version of g to the more stable state e is forbidden
without returning to the starting point.
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tion (C and the exponent a). The impor-
tance of the above argument is that if G (k)
of a system can be of the form given in Eq.
2, then that system self-organizes with spon-
taneous selection of a length scale compa-
rable to 1/k*, independent of the molecular
origins of the various terms.

Methods of Self-Organization in
Synthetic Materials

Strategic design for materials with multiple
length scales. In designing such materials it is
essential to identify a pathway for obtaining
a well-defined final structural state with
order on multiple length scales starting
from an initial homogeneous mixture of
components. Expressed in terms of free en-
ergy, the evolution of the structure requires
an overall reduction in the system entropy
with a concomitant strengthening of intra-
and intermolecular interactions. The design
strategy for the formation of complex or-
dered structures is to organize from the larg-
est length scale to the smallest, inducing a
global pattern, followed by the sequential
development of finer details (9).

If we wish to take advantage of anisotro-
pic structures that can display a greater
range of physical and chemical properties
and functions than a homogeneous, isotro-
pic material, then we must understand and
control symmetry from the global to the
local level. Thus, the selection of a partic-
ular growth direction with an applied bias
field (such as flow, electric, or magnetic
fields or the substrate surface) can produce
highly textured or even “single-crystal” hi-
erarchical structures. Then, within the ma-
terial, a series of competitions determines
the spontaneous selection of a set of prima-
ry length scales, topological relations, and
structural symmetries.

Often the competitions needed to in-
duce a specific structure are phase transi-
tions such as helix-coil or crystallization,
and the primary length scale for a particular
competition is determined from the mini-
mization of the relevant F. An example of a
biological material where such effects are
believed to occur is spider silk. Large, solu-
ble protein units are coulombically assem-
bled from an isotropic solution immediately
before spinning to induce an oriented lyo-
tropic solution. The LC silk solution passes
through a long narrow duct, which applies
flow orientation, and the assembled units
organize to form both crystalline and amor-
phous regions and yield a water-insoluble,
high-modulus fiber of extraordinary tough-
ness (10).

In each subsequent free energy competi-
tion, the prior structures impose certain
boundary constraints to maintain overall
respect for the initial global symmetry. If

the prior structures impose certain bound-
ary constraints and the developing symme-
try is different from the parent symmetry,
defects must occur. Moreover, if the prior
symmetry is strongly enforced on the new
finer level of structure, such defects may be
periodic. As a system organizes at ever
smaller dimensions, the pattern selection is
increasingly determined by the need for
commensuration of the emergent length
scales with existing ones and compatibility
of structure across interfaces (for example,
anchoring conditions). Therefore, control
of very large length-scale molecular struc-
ture (of the order of the wavelength of
light) in both biological and synthetic mac-
romolecules requires avoiding the indepen-
dent (and therefore uncorrelated) nucle-
ation and growth of the ordering regions
because their subsequent mutual impinge-
ment gives rise to a myriad of defects with
spacings typically on the order of a micro-
meter (such as grain boundaries, disloca-
tion, and disclination line defects). Such
defects in the system may only slowly anni-
hilate to reach a final thermodynamic equi-
librium. The kinetics of this process is
equivalent to the situation of topological
frustration, except that scales of length and
time are much larger.

Although the foregoing scenario is gen-
eral and admits to an infinite set of possible
components and an unlimited range of pro-
cess variables, specific synthetic lines of
approach toward the goal of sophisticated
self-organized materials are appearing, as
will be described below. The large synthetic
units for a molecular structure (as in the
case of spider silk) may be preassembled
units of high molar mass with targeted in-
tramolecular shapes and interaction sites for
preferred packing. Placement of specific
chemical groups for chirality, intermolecu-
lar docking, and so forth is done during
synthesis with the intention of influencing
tertiary and higher ordered structures. Suc-
cessful synthetic designs will need to pay
more attention to specific process pathways
for structural organization and thus better
integrate the synthesis and processing.

Use of molecular interactions. Synergistic
interactions are a key element in attaining a
desired overall structure and can be simul-
taneous (whereby several interactions bias
toward the same structure) or sequential
(whereby the first interaction in play sets up
constraints at one length scale favorable to
the subsequent interactions that develop
order at other length scales). Currently,
chemical synthesis does not design for ma-
terials that best bring about a series of struc-
tural transition steps leading to the final
desired ordered material. Rather, a number
of synthetic self-organizing materials have
been created that depend essentially on a

single molecular interaction. The impor-
tance of these materials is significant be-
cause they provide the basis for future ma-
terials that will require multiple organizing
processes. A brief summary of such synthet-
ic materials is given below in the context of
the types of molecular interactions men-
tioned previously, followed by examples of
materials in which several organizing pro-
cesses have been combined in a single ma-
terial.

A hydrogen bond is a highly directional,
intermediate-strength, reversible interac-
tion. As an example of how to construct
interesting materials using a single type of
interaction, Lehn and co-workers have in-
troduced into oligomeric units base-pair
structures that imitate nucleic acids. By pre-
paring matched base-pair segments, his
group produced molecular ropes that inter-
twine to form strands of complexed units
that mimic some of the natural fiber-form-
ing polymers but are held together entirely
by hydrogen bonds (11). Similar base-pair
chemical groups have been introduced by
Stadler et al. (12) into elastomers to form
thermally reversible networks by taking ad-
vantage of the modest thermal stability of
these weak noncovalent bonds.

Fréchet, Kato, and co-workers (13) and
others (14) have used single hydrogen
bonds, which lack the specificity of the
matched base-pair approach, to successfully
attach LC groups to hydrogen-bonding
polymer backbones. These structures are
thermally stable at the required processing
temperatures and enable a “molecular
Lego” approach to macromolecular design,
because one particular backbone can be
easily modified with a variety of hydrogen-
bonding groups. In other cases, simple sur-
factants have been hydrogen-bonded to
polymer backbones to create ordered me-
somorphic materials (15) and in some cas-
es render otherwise insoluble, conjugated
polymers both electrically conductive and
processable in a self-ordered form (16).

Along with hydrogen-bonding, p-stack-
ing interactions between aromatic rings
have been used by Stoddard and co-workers
(17) to construct catenanes, large inter-
linked molecular ring structures with oligo-
meric properties. Such materials display un-
usual optical properties and suggest ways in
which self-ordering before chemical assem-
bly may be carried out in larger systems. An
example of this is the preparation of rotax-
anes, macromolecules in which a polymer
backbone is threaded through several mac-
rocycles and locked in place by capping the
chain ends (18). Practical applications in
biochemistry are developing as the synthet-
ic protocols are being created.

Another strategy involves the formation
of complexes between polyelectrolyte mol-
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ecules and oppositely charged surfactant mi-
celles. Typically, many surfactant micelles
adsorb on a single polyelectrolyte chain. The
stability and size of such complexes can be
adjusted by the ionic strength of the solution
and charge density of the micelle. Complex-
es between polycations and proteins of net
positive charge can be produced by using
negatively charged patches on the protein
surface. Other research has focused on build-
ing solid-state materials by combining poly-
electrolytes and surfactants (19). In this cir-
cumstance, the shape contour of the surfac-
tant molecule (for example, a single or dou-
ble aliphatic chain) is extremely important
in the condensed phase and will establish
the type of mesomorphic order retained in
the complex.

The question of molecular shape is of
primary importance for the design of liquid
crystals and LC polymers. Recent work by
Percec has shown that wedge-shaped mo-
lecular units, when polymerized, can stack
in the form of regular arrays of cylinders, as
shown by both x-ray diffraction and trans-
mission electron microscopy (20). On the
nanometer scale, these latter materials com-
bine LC behavior with a molecular-level
mesoscopic recognition and provide hints
for building MDPs, which can combine to
form larger scale self-organizing elements.

Spontaneous selection of length scales. Al-
though local, directed interactions are use-
ful in forming complex polymer structures,
larger structures can form through nondi-
rectional weak interactions (such as van der
Waals interactions, leading to macrophase

and microphase separation). When an ini-
tially homogeneous two-component poly-
mer blend undergoes phase separation,
composition fluctuations with characteris-
tic lengths above a certain critical value
[dictated by quench depth (undercooling
below the equilibrium transition tempera-
ture) and interfacial tension] grow in size
and decrease in number with time. Eventu-
ally the system ripens, with the longest
wavelengths of macroscopic dimensions
dominating, and two phases coexist. For
polymeric systems this phase separation
process can be nonuniversal. For example,
when blends with sufficiently off-critical
composition are quenched to a temperature
well below the coexistence curve, phase
separation often does not proceed to com-
pletion. Instead, domains with a relatively
narrow distribution of sizes form because
the transport of polymer chains across the
interfaces differs for the two polymers. The
sizes of the domains in such strictly non-
equilibrium but extremely long-lived struc-
tures can be adjusted by modification of the
quench depth and the degree to which the
mixture’s composition is off-criticality (suf-
ficiently far away from a critical value on a
phase diagram) (21). The metastable struc-
tures can be permanently pinned by further
chemical reaction among the components,
triggered, for example, by cross-linking with
ultraviolet radiation.

In block copolymers with well-con-
trolled architectures, microphase separation
produces equilibrium periodic structures
that can be selected by chemical design

(22). The selection of a primary length
scale in coil-coil diblock copolymers was
discussed above. By adjusting the degree of
chemical incompatibility x between the
two blocks, the degree of polymerization N
of the polymer, and the composition (f be-
ing the fraction of X monomers in each
diblock copolymer chain), length scales as-
sociated with self-assembled structures are
typically in the 10- to 100-nm range. The
symmetry of the equilibrium morphology
and the degree of segregation depend on x,
N, and f. For A-B diblocks in the strong-
segregation regime, as the volume fraction
of A increases, the periodic structures are
alternating lamellae of A and B, hexagonal-
ly packed cylinders of B in a matrix of A,
and BCC-packed spheres in a matrix of A.
Inverse morphologies occur as the volume
fraction of the B block increases. At lower
degrees of segregation, in a narrow compo-
sition window between the hexagonal and
lamellar phases, bicontinuous morphologies
have been reported—double-gyroid, hexag-
onally perforated layers, and hexagonally
modulated layers—some of which are only
metastable. These periodic structures are
quite similar to, but occur at larger size
scales than, the many phases found in bi-
nary and ternary blends of natural and syn-
thetic surfactants and oil and water (23).

Balancing Organizing Forces

If one or more of the components of a
diblock copolymer itself has an inherent
capacity to order in some way, then we can

A

B

Fig. 3. Examples of the occurrence
of novel smectic phases in rod-coil
diblocks due to the evolution of self-
assembly through three successive
phase transitions, resulting in global
ordering over the 1-nm to 200-nm to
1-mm scale. (A) Alternating PHIC
and PS layers arranged in a zigzag
fashion. The PS domains appear
dark because of preferential staining
by RuO4. Because the rod block is
much longer than the coil block, the
rods tilt with respect to the layer nor-
mal and interdigitate forming a SC

structure [from (27 )]. n̂ 5 PHIC
chain axis direction, p̂ 5 lamellar
normal, and a 5 angle between n̂
and p̂. (B) Another novel morpholo-
gy called the “arrowhead” phase cor-
responding to a SO structure occurs
when the volume fraction of the rod
component is very high (98%) [from
(27 )]. Alternate domain boundaries
comprise discrete PS regions that
point in opposite directions. (C and
D) The nature of the phase-separat-
ed microstructure is important in
determining the arrangement of the LC groups pendent to the polymer
chain in side group block copolymers. Here, the preferred parallel align-

ment of the mesogens with respect to the interface can be seen in (C), a
lamellar phase, and (D), a LC cylinder phase [adapted from (28)].
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couple such ordering with the formation of
finer scale structures by using more than
one phase transition. Spontaneously orga-
nizing systems can be tailored by balancing
such organizing forces as chemical incom-
patibility with others such as conformation-
al entropy and liquid crystallinity. The re-
sulting materials produce simultaneous or-
ganization on many length scales ranging
from a few nanometers in the LC phase to

hundreds of nanometers in the phase-sepa-
rated structures and even organization over
micrometers in length in the surface-segre-
gated materials. As early as 1977, Gallot
and associates synthesized and studied lyo-
tropic rod-coil block copolymers produced
from polystyrene and a helical polypeptide
block (24). Adams and Gronski produced
LC block–coil block polymers by chemical-
ly modifying the diene block of a styrene-
diene diblock copolymer so that cholesterol
could be attached as a mesogenic side group
(25). The LC phase was affected by con-
finement in the small, periodically spaced
phase-separated domains of the polymer.
Stupp and co-workers have synthesized a
triblock copolymer of styrene-isoprene and
a rodlike oligomer that aggregates to form
unusual mushroom-shaped entities (26). In
these materials, spontaneous noncen-
trosymmetric (polar) organization was re-
ported and was presumably due to the na-
ture of the supramolecular units of the co-
polymer preformed in the solution. Both
microphase separation of the two coil
blocks and the crystallization of the rod
component play important roles in the se-
lection of the unusual shape of the aggre-
gate. This leads to the asymmetrical pack-
ing of the units, which form micrometer-
sized plate-like objects exhibiting upper and
lower surfaces that have hydrophobic and
hydrophilic character, respectively.

Depending on the relative energetics,
self-assembly can be driven through the
LC transition or through the microphase
transition. For example, rodlike ho-
mopolymers, because of their intrinsic
chain stiffness, spontaneously form aniso-
tropic LC phases in solution. The phase
behavior of rodlike polymers can be con-
trolled by either temperature or solvent
concentration. The structures in rod-coil
copolymers reflect the progression of a
series of phase transitions from the dilute
isotropic solution to the more concentrat-
ed nematic state, to the smectic mi-
crophase-separated state, to the final crys-
talline structure of the rod regions.

Some examples of novel rod-coil diblock
structures that can be formed are illustrated
by recent work on poly(hexylisocyanate-b-
styrene) (PHIC-b-S) rod-coil block copoly-
mers (27). Representative micrographs of
two solid-state morphologies formed by rod-
coils, one a smectic C (SC) type and the
other a smectic O (SO) type structure, are
shown in Fig. 3. In the PHIC–polystyrene
(PS) system, as the solvent is evaporated,
three phase transitions ensue: isotropic to
nematic, nematic to smectic, and smectic to
crystalline. By means of shearing the solu-
tion on a glass substrate when the system is
in the nematic state, a globally oriented
material can be formed. Because of the rath-
er high molar mass of the PHIC rod com-

A AirA Air
Fig. 4. (A) Schematic of
the solid-state structure
of a semifluorinated lamel-
lar block copolymer. The
interplay of phase separa-
tion and liquid crystallinity
leads to alignment of
the fluorinated mesogenic
groups (indicated by
green elongated rods),
which are packed in
smectic layers and lie par-
allel to the plane of the la-
mellae. The black seg-
ments in the blue background represent the coil block
lamellae. At the upper surface region, the mesogenic
groups are instead directed normal to the air, leading
to remarkably stable, low-energy surfaces. The impor-
tance of surface and interface interactions is highlight-
ed in these materials. (B) XPS results of intensity versus
energy at two take-off angles with appropriate signal
analysis show that the surface region of the block co-
polymers is almost exclusively the fluorinated block.
Open circles, profiling depth 5 4.5 nm at a take-off
angle of 35°; filled circles, profiling depth 5 8.1 nm at a
take-off angle of 90°. (C) Schematic of the chemical
structure of the semifluorinated block copolymer
showing the structure of the semifluorinated side
groups studied. (D) Small-angle and wide-angle x-ray
diffraction measurements demonstrating that the smectic semifluorinated groups align parallel to the lamellar
layers in the bulk. The meridional 00l reflections for the lamellar spacings can be readily observed as can the
equatorial reflections for the smectic layer spacings for the semifluorinated groups. This sample spontane-
ously adopted this arrangement during the solvent casting process.
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Fig. 5. Sketch of hierarchical structures in a mix-
ture of a liquid crystalline AB diblock copolymer,
an A flexible homopolymer, and a low molar mass
LC solvent. The LC solvent mixes with the LC
block and the flexible block blends with the matrix
polymer to form the droplet interface. Such a
structure can easily be used to create a polymer-
dispersed LC display from several of the materials
already described in this paper.
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ponent, the smectic repeat is ;200 nm.
Because of the long-range packing of the
layers, correlation lengths easily reach the
10-mm scale. Electron diffraction confirms
the helical packing of the PHIC block into
a monoclinic unit cell with a c axis repeat of
1.56 nm. Interestingly, the very different
packing requirements of the rod block com-
pared with that of the coil block force rod-
rod interdigitation as well as large rod tilt at
the rod-coil interfaces in the SC structure.

On the other hand, self-assembly of LC-
coil block copolymers can be initiated by
microphase separation, followed by the de-
velopment of LC and crystalline ordering of
more and more blocks. Mao et al. synthe-
sized and examined diblock copolymers in
which mesomorphic azobenzene groups
were attached as side groups to an LC block
formed from an isoprene backbone (28). In
the lamellar block copolymers of this series,
the axes of the mesogenic groups and the
lamellar interfaces were parallel. Hexagonal
cylinder morphologies made up of an LC
block could also be produced (Fig. 3D).

There are distinctive molecular-scale
features for the side chain and main chain
LC block copolymer systems that lead to
mesoscopic scale differences in their mor-
phology. Typically, the mesogenic groups
align parallel to the interface boundaries in
side-group materials, but they align at a
large angle to the interface in main-chain
systems. This means that processing de-
signed to manipulate the organization of
the microstructure will also affect the global
organization of the mesophase. By simple
oscillatory shear, one may align the meso-
genic groups in either the LC layers of a
lamellar LC-coil block copolymer or the LC
cylinders (or LC matrix depending on com-
position) in a cylinder block copolymer.

The ability to use the processing of the
block copolymer microstructure as a means
of manipulating the LC orientation is dem-
onstrated by the example of LC-coil block
copolymers in which chiral SC (SC*) side
groups are attached to the LC block (29). In
such diblock copolymers, the helical SC*
phase was oriented in a “bookshelf ” arrange-
ment that was produced by confining it to
submicrometer domains oriented by simple
shear alignment. In recent work (30), it was
shown that no external alignment layers
were needed, and the polymer film could
be much thicker than conventional ferro-
electric displays because it was processing
of the block copolymer itself that was re-
sponsible for the LC orientation, not align-
ment by external surfaces. Moreover, the
switchable films contained more meso-
morphic material than comparable low
molar mass films and led to large optical
effects to create to the best of our knowl-
edge the first successful example of bi-

stable switching in a block copolymer film.
In the study of materials for the creation

of low-energy surfaces, Wang et al. created a
family of block copolymers into which semi-
fluorinated groups were incorporated (31).
Recent results demonstrate the possibilities
to tailor such systems by balancing surface
energy as well as LC behavior with mi-
crophase separation. These polymers typical-
ly have SA or SB phases, both of which
orient on the basis of the arrangement of the
internal interface of the lamellar or cylinder
microstructure. In the semifluorinated LC
blocks, remarkable degrees of spontaneous
organization have been observed in lamellar
systems. In these polymers, simply drying
films from solution led to orientation of
lamellae parallel to the substrate surface and
within those layers; the fluorinated segments
also lay parallel to the substrate. Contact
angle measurements and Zisman analysis
indicate that the surface is entirely populated
by CF3 groups rather than the CF2 groups
that might be assumed from the bulk
organization of the film (Fig. 4). Recent
near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) and x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) results show that in the sur-
face region, the semifluorinated groups
project normal to the internal lamellar struc-
ture, which itself lies parallel to the surface.
These latter results highlight the subtle ef-
fects that external surfaces and interfaces can
have in such materials.

Challenges

The emerging challenges yet to be resolved
may be expressed in two broad categories:
extending hierarchically ordered structures
to much larger length scales and sophisti-
cated processing to form hierarchical struc-
tures with controlled ordering at different
length scales. For the first category, we en-
vision that, by topologically interconnect-
ing self-assembled molecular architectures,
new regimes of well-defined order at or
above the technologically important wave-
length-of-light scale may be attained in syn-
thetic polymers. Such a premise immediate-
ly presents the following issues. (i) The size,
shape, and decoration of the surface of a
given domain with different kinds of chem-
ical groups, as well as the surface area of
each type of patch of such groups, are the
various control parameters for each of the
domains. The choice of the set of domains
in the synthesis of MDP depends on the
eventual utility of such structures and our
level of understanding of self-assembly at
mesoscopic length scales. (ii) Depending on
the particular connectivity and the nature
of the connectors, MDP polymers can be
made, for example, as a linear array with
flexible spacer groups, as a branched array,

or even as two-dimensional sheetlike archi-
tectures. It is important to recognize that
the specific interaction can lead to many
topological states having only small differ-
ences in free energy, yet which present dras-
tically different trajectories through the free
energy landscape and can often easily frus-
trate the formation of the desired (not nec-
essarily equilibrium) MDP structure.

For the second category of challenges,
we envision that by integrating synthetic
design with the design of specific processing
pathways, the likelihood of attaining a tar-
geted structure will be optimized. An exam-
ple with an MDP structure is shown in Fig.
5, where a mixture of a LC block copoly-
mer, flexible polymer matrix, and small-
molecule LC solvent are the components.
The issues that follow from such a scenario
are the following: (i) Because multicompo-
nent materials are involved, several physi-
cal phenomena such as phase separation,
microphase separation, liquid crystallinity,
crystallization, adsorption, vitrification, and
various conformational transitions get cou-
pled either synergistically or antagonistical-
ly during the self-assembly process. (ii) Dur-
ing the spontaneous formation of hierarchi-
cal structures, the local symmetry of an
organizing domain may not be correlated
with that in another domain. As a conse-
quence, there are most likely defects in the
structures. The free energy landscape of de-
fects can be quite complicated, and ex-
tremely long times may be required for their
annihilation. External fields, chemical po-
tential gradients through solvent evapora-
tion, temperature, and patterned substrates
are ways to help guide the system toward
the desired structures. Combined and
pulsed external fields may also act synergis-
tically instead of being simply additive.

The study of such materials and process-
es is already under way. Examples not cited
above of the many attempts to provide
structure by means of coupled interactions
include the use of electric fields to process
block copolymers and the creation of or-
dered gels and networks. Many new results
are likely to occur in the next few years and
will certainly lead to the ability to system-
atically tailor polymer structure and func-
tion to a much greater extent than is now
possible. All of these challenges are inter-
related, and advances need to be made in
each of the areas outlined above.
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Fuzzy Nanoassemblies:
Toward Layered Polymeric

Multicomposites
Gero Decher

Multilayer films of organic compounds on solid surfaces have been studied for more than
60 years because they allow fabrication of multicomposite molecular assemblies of
tailored architecture. However, both the Langmuir-Blodgett technique and chemisorp-
tion from solution can be used only with certain classes of molecules. An alternative
approach—fabrication of multilayers by consecutive adsorption of polyanions and poly-
cations—is far more general and has been extended to other materials such as proteins
or colloids. Because polymers are typically flexible molecules, the resulting superlattice
architectures are somewhat fuzzy structures, but the absence of crystallinity in these
films is expected to be beneficial for many potential applications.

In the last two to three decades, materials
science has developed into an interdiscipli-
nary field that encompasses organic, poly-
meric, and even biological components in
addition to the classic metals and inorgan-
ics. Although carbon-based molecules offer
an enormous structural diversity and tun-
ability in terms of potential properties or
processability, they also typically suffer from
a lack of stability when exposed to heat,
oxidizing agents, electromagnetic radiation,
or (as in the case of complex biomolecules)
dehydration. Multicomposites make it pos-
sible to combine two or more desirable prop-
erties, as in the classic reinforced plastics, or
to provide additional stability for otherwise
highly labile functional biomolecules or bio-
molecular assemblies. Even higher device
functionality will arise from a combination
of physical and chemical processes (such as
electron or energy transfer) and chemical
transformations found in nature (such as
photochemical energy conversion). Such
devices require control of molecular orien-
tation and organization on the nanoscale, as
their function strongly depends on the local
chemical environment. It is therefore highly
desirable to develop methods for the con-
trolled assembly of multicomponent nano-

structures, although it is also clear that struc-
tures as complex as those found in the bio-
logical world, such as the flagellar motor,
cannot yet be fabricated.

It is, however, possible to consecutively
deposit single molecular layers onto planar
solid supports and to form multilayers in
which nanoscale arrangements of organic
molecules can be controlled at least in one
dimension (along the layer normal). This
approach also fulfills another prerequisite
for functional macroscopic devices: a fixed
relation between nanoscopic order and
macroscopic orientation. To fully exploit an
assembled structure, it is necessary to know
the location or orientation (or both) of
every molecule, not only with respect to
each other (as in ordered or phase-separated
bulk systems at the nanometer scale, such as
liquid crystals, copolymers, or zeolites), but
also with respect to a macroscopic coordi-
nate. Only materials that have such struc-
tural hierarchy (1) allow molecular proper-
ties to be fully exploited in macroscopic
devices, as, for example, in organic
waveguides for second-order nonlinear op-
tics or in biosensors.

In simple multilayer systems, this de-
mand is reduced to the sequence of layers
and to the orientation of molecules with
respect to the layer normal. For about 60
years, the molecularly controlled fabrica-
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